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Abstract

QoS tenants can expect, thus making volume performance

We present IOTune, an adaptive I/O
tuning framework for elastic SSD volume
performance in multi-tenancy
environments. IOTune exploits IOPS
statistical multiplexing of co-located
volumes and the in situ IOPS adjustment
supported by the virtualization layer to
break through the conflicts between
IOPS static reservation and rightprovisioning. Trace-replay based
evaluations demonstrate that volumes
managed by IOTune adapt to workload
fluctuations. Compared with existing
static IOPS provisioning, IOTune enables
a volume to achieve same QoS with near
50% less resource reservation, which
halves volume bills. IOTune also reduces
I/O tail latencies by one to two orders
of magnitude.

predictable. Second, provisioned IOPS throttles resource
consumption of a volume and prevents it from becoming
too aggressive, facilitating performance isolation and fair
resource allocation. Current SSD volumes in public clouds
adopt static IOPS provisioning. Tenants specify IOPS
values upon volume creations and the values cannot be
changed there-after. Production workloads are bursty and
fluctuant

[11, 12, 13, 14].

Peak I/O rates are usually more than

one order of magnitude higher than average rates. Thus,
static IOPS provisioning places tenants in a dilemma.
Under-provisioning fails to support peak loads, resulting
in significant I/O tail latencies. Over-provisioning may
meet peak requirements but wastes a lot of reservation
in low-load periods, resulting in exorbitant costs.

Table 1: SSD volume IOPS features supported by IaaS
platforms including Google Compute Engine (GCE), Amazon
EC2, and Microsoft Azure

Virtualization platforms provide a unique chance to
achieve volume IOPS right-provisioning. In virtualization

1 Introduction
In addition to being used as cloud caches

[1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6],

SSD

volumes are becoming a popular type of persistent data
storage in data centers

[7, 8, 9, 10].

IOPS is a main QoS metric

of SSD volumes. IOPS is charged either independently or
together with volume capacity. Tenants may explicitly [8]
or implicitly

[9, 10]

specify IOPS of SSD volumes, which

environments, IOPS limits of volumes are controlled in
software stacks. The limits are software-defined, thus
can be adjusted in situ. So instead of off-loading [12] I/O
requests during bursts, IOPS limits of IaaS volumes can
be promoted in situ to support I/O peaks.
The multi-level IOPS provisioning and metering of IOTune

provides twofold benefits. First, provisioned IOPS is a

is a practical model for SSD volume management in

service level agreement (SLA), which indicates what storage

multi-tenancy environments.
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2 Motivation and Problem Statement

provisioning 2, which is 2400 and satisfies requirements
95% of the time. However, the resource over-provisioning

2.1 Conflicts between IOPS static reservation and
right-provisioning

will cause serious waste during the low-load periods. In

Table 1 lists the SSD volume IOPS features of mainstream

fluctuations and rarely achieves resource right-

IaaS platforms. EC2 allows tenants to specify the IOPS of

provisioning.

general, IOPS static reservation conflicts with workload

a volume at its creation time. GCE allocates IOPS based
Azure only provides premium storage disks in three sizes:

2.2 IOPS statistical multiplexing of co-locating
volumes

128, 512, and 1024GB with predefined IOPS of 500, 2300,

SRCMap [13] recognized significant variability in I/O intensity

and 5000. None of the them enable adjusting the IOPS of

on storage volumes. Everest [12] validated the chance of

a volume after its creation.

statistical multiplexing of storage resources in production

on a predefined IOPS to GB ratio, which is currently 30.

environments. We briefly demonstrate the chance of IOPS
statistical multiplexing of co-located volumes. We adopt
the approach of concurrently replaying six one-hour trace
episodes1 on six different SSD volumes. Table 2 lists the
percentile IOPS of the volumes and their statistical
aggregates. The aggregate peak I/O rate is obviously lower
than the sum of each individual peak I/O rate. For
example, the sum of the 95th percentile IOPS of all
episodes is 11355 while the 95th percentile aggregate IOPS
is only 7966, which is 30% less than the sum due to
Figure 1: IOPS requirements of real workloads. Peak loads
are much higher than the average.

stagger I/O peaks of volumes. Assuming the six volumes
are all provisioned with IOPS of their 90th percentile arrival
rates, the total IOPS reservation will be 8042, which can

Workload bursts are a real problem for IOPS static
reservation of storage volumes. To demonstrate the

satisfy the 95th percentile aggregate IOPS requirement if
the IOPS reservations of all volumes are multiplexed.

problem, we analyze the IOPS requirements of real
workloads using four traces: Bear, Buffalo, Moodle [15],
and Cassandra. Cassandra traces contain I/O statistics
of three production Cassandra VMs on our public cloud
platforms. The percentile IOPS requirements are shown
in Figure 1. One common characteristic of these workloads
is that the volumes have low or moderate IOPS
requirements more than 70% of the time. However, the tail
IOPS requirements exponentially hike. Our analysis on
Bear trace shows that top 30% peak periods contribute
about 70% of the total I/O requests.

Table 2: IOPS distributions of six volumes and their aggregate
distribution. Each volume backs a one-hour episode of the
Bear trace. Note that the aggregate percentile IOPS is not the
algebraic sum of all episodes due to stagger I/O arrivals.

Assuming we need to create a provisioned IOPS SSD

Then came our designing of IOTune, an adaptive I/O tuning

volume for Bear workloads and we would expect that 80%

framework for elastic SSD volume performance. IOTune

of the time the IOPS requirement can be satisfied. We have

exploits IOPS statistical multiplexing of co-located

to provision the volume IOPS as provisioning 1, which is

volumes and the in situ IOPS adjustment supported by the

1300, in the figure. This is a moderate provisioning.

virtualization layer [16, 17, 18] to break through the conflicts

However, in the other 20% of the time the IOPS is under

between IOPS static reservation and right-provisioning.

-provisioned and workloads will notice long response time.
As an alternative, the IOPS can be aggressively set as
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3 IOTune
3.1

Design Overview

IOTune is designed as a plug-in component of IaaS
platforms. It supports system-level configurations such as
baseline IOPS per GB, aggregate performance limits of
physical devices, utilization threshold of physical device
for I/O tuning, unit IOPS price per GB minute, and so on.
I/O tuning uses these parameters to manage storage
volumes. Execution of IOTune includes two stages.
Stage 1: Volume Instantiation. A volume is a block device
management unit. A volume including capacity and IOPS
bills is a billing entity. Thus, a volume is a natural
management unit of IOTune. Upon the request of creating

Figure 2: A systematic overview of IOTune. IOTune is
a userspace program. Its I/O metric collection module
interacts with physical and virtual block drivers via psutil and
libvirt APIs. Its I/O tuning execution module uses libvirt to
interact with QEMU for adaptive I/O tuning.

a storage volume, the tenant specifies the size of the
volume. Once the creation completes, IOTune instantiates
the volume, pulls volume information, including storage
path, size and creation time, calculates the multi-level
IOPS metrics, and initializes the metering data.
Stage 2: Periodical I/O Tuning. Upon the instantiation of a
volume, IOTune conducts an initial tuning, which sets a

I/O Monitoring. IOTune collects two categories of I/O
metrics. The first is the I/O metrics of SSD volumes. On
our platforms, QEMU block driver layer provides interfaces
to obtain the I/O statistics of each virtual disk. Considering
QEMU block driver is also the location where I/O limits are
enforced, IOTune employs libvirt API which calls

baseline IOPS limit on the volume. Then, IOTune

DomainBlockStats interface of QEMU to obtain the IOPS

periodically makes tuning decisions and conducts tuning.

and bandwidth data of target volumes. The other category

In default, we set the tuning interval as one second.

of I/O metrics is about physical devices. The decision

IOTune checks the I/O monitoring data to judge the

making framework of IOTune requires the physical device

promotion or demotion of current IOPS level. Once tuning

utilization as an input. I/O monitoring component of

decisions are made, IOTune calls hypervisor API to make
real-time resource adjustments.

IOTune directly reads block device I/O counters via psutil
API to calculate the IOPS and bandwidth usage of physical
devices. These metrics are further used to calculate

3.2

IOTune Architecture

Figure 2 presents the IOTune architecture and its
interaction with other system components. The key
objective of IOTune is dynamically adjusting volume IOPS
reservations based on their real requirements. To achieve
this, IOTune requires a module for making tuning decisions
and a module for tuning execution. The decision making
depends on requirement prediction, which can be based
on real-time metrics or historical statistics. For example,
we compare the real-time IOPS consumption with the
currently reserved IOPS of a volume to judge whether it is
overloaded. The IOPS of a volume can be promoted only if
underlying devices have spare capability. Device level I/O
metrics are required to calculate the storage utilization.
Metering policies are also required to make fair resource
allocation. In general, the volume management function of
IOTune is supported by I/O monitoring, tuning decision,
tuning execution, and metering modules.
©2017 VIRTUSTREAM, INC. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. WWW.VIRTUSTREAM.COM
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I/O Tuning Decision Framework. IOTune decision

The following algorithms demonstrate the real-time

framework decides when to adjust the IOPS of which

metric based I/O tuning decision process.

volume by how much. First, when to adjust the IOPS of a
volume. Temporal I/O patterns can be used to predict
the volume IOPS requirements so as to promote the
IOPS level of a volume before bursts arrive. For example,
diurnal variations have been recognized in web server [11],
Hotmail and Messenger [14] disk I/O loads, so even the
wall-clock time can be a hint for predicting volume IOPS
requirements. IOTune collects volume IOPS time series.
Machine learning algorithms can be integrated into the
IOTune decision framework to recognize I/O arrival
patterns and predict I/O rates. For highly random
workloads, IOTune decision framework supports
real-time metric-based decision making. I/O Monitoring
module provides real-time IOPS metrics, which can be
used to predict the subsequent IOPS requirement of a
volume. Currently, we empirically set the tuning period as
one second. It guarantees the IOPS requirements of
volume are adjusted in one second. This has proved to be
very effective. Second, IOPS of which volume should be
adjusted. Most of the time I/O requirements of all
volumes can be satisfied because I/O peaks are
staggered. But in extreme cases, peaks of volumes may
overlap and surpass the storage capability. In such
promotion contention scenarios, fairness and efficiency
are two considerations for making tuning decisions. For
efficiency, the promotions which will maximize storage
utilization should be applied. For fairness, the promotion
of volume which has the lowest current IOPS level should
be prioritized. Current IOTune adopts the fairness first
policy. For example, if volume A is at L1, B is at L0, and
both desire a higher IOPS, IOTune prioritizes the
promotion of volume B. Third, the IOPS of a volume is
adjusted by how much. Considering the arriving and
fading of I/O peaks are both immediate, IOTune employs
multiplicative increase and decrease to adjust volume
IOPS. For promotion the volume IOPS is doubled, and for
demotion it is halved. This policy also simplifies the
reservation metering.

I/O Tuning Execution. Tuning execution uses libvirt
library, which calls QEMU block device tuning interfaces.
VM I/O requests traverse virtualization storage stacks and
become host-side asynchronous I/O requests executed
by QEMU. QEMU provides software interfaces for cloud
administrators to specify the IOPS and bandwidth limits
of a volume [18]. As it is demonstrated in Figure 2, upon
the arrival of a block driver aio request, the QEMU system
emulator block driver intercepts it and checks if an I/O
wait is needed for I/O rate throttling purpose. If an I/O
wait is needed, the request will be sent into a QEMU
coroutine queue, waiting for a specific time determined

For workloads that don’t have a high requirement for

by a throttle schedule timer and then be executed. The

quick response, IOPS promotion may not be attractive.

main I/O management feature provided by IOTune is

Batch processing is an example. IOTune provides

dynamically adjusting the IOPS limit of a volume in

interfaces which enable tenants to disable the default

real-time according to the time-variant I/O requirements

automatic IOPS adjustment of specific volumes to avoid

of the volume.

additional bills. The interfaces can also be used by tenants
to customize their requirements such as specifying the
IOPS of a volume during a predefined time period.
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Reservation Metering. Being different from existing

used as the hypervisor. Ubuntu 14.04 64-bit image is run on

storage resource allocation, IOTune takes the volume

the VM as the guest operating system with 4 VCPUs, 16GB

pricing and metering policies into consideration. Pricing

memory and ten 100GB SSD virtual disks.

and metering are important for public clouds, in which
storage resources are charged. IOTune targets the
platform that IOPS is charged separately. The IOPS
metering of IOTune is more complicated than static
reservation, because the IOPS reservation of a volume is
dynamic during its lifetime due to the QoS-aware
allocation policy. The metering function gets the QoS
level of a volume and updates the metering data at the

IOPS, tail latency, and cost of ownership are key metrics
for data center disks [19]. We examine the following key
questions: (1) Compared with static resource allocation, to
achieve a same IOPS level how much resource reservation
can IOTune reduce? (2) For a same volume admission
control policy, how much I/O tail latency and storage
utilization can IOTune improve?

interval of the tuning period. The metering data records
levels. Upon the close of a billing period, the total IOPS

4.1 Meeting IOPS requirements with reduced
resource reservations

bill is calculated. It is the sum of bills of all IOPS levels.

We compare the volume IOPS under various resource

The leveli IOPS bill is the product of leveli IOPS price

provisioning policies via replaying the Bear trace for twelve

and the duration that the volume has been served at

thousand seconds. We randomly replayed three Bear

leveli . Since the IOPS promotion is based on prediction,
it is possible that the IOPS of a volume is promoted but

subtraces and observed similar results. The results we

not really used. IOTune metering is based on real

of the same Bear subtrace analyzed in Table 2. For legibility

resource usage, which avoids tenants being overcharged

purpose, Figure 3 only shows a ten minutes run-time

due to misjudgement of promotions.

episode of volume IOPS. Unlimited indicates there is no

the durations a volume has been served on all IOPS

Storage-specific Issues. IOTune handles storage-specific
issues including the I/O request type and size. Storage
systems usually show different read and write
performance. This can be caused by device performance
features and data layouts. For example, SSDs usually
show higher read IOPS than write. Different data layouts
on multiple devices for data mirroring or parity may also
yield various aggregate read and write performance.
IOTune supports separate IOPS tuning for read and write.
Larger I/O sizes consume more storage bandwidth. For a
volume issuing mostly large requests, instead of IOPS,
storage bandwidth will be the dominant bottleneck. Either
the provisioned IOPS metric may not be achieved, or the

report come from the first twelve thousand seconds replay

IOPS limit imposed on the volume. It represents the
natural IOPS requirements of the workload. Static_limit1
and Static_limit2 are set using the 80th percentile and 95th
percentile IOPS requirement, which is 1300 and 2400
respectively, of the workload. As it is demonstrated in
Figure 3, during the periods that the workload has higher
IOPS requirements than the reservations, the I/O bursts
cannot be served on time. The delay is very serious for
Static_limit1 where the resource is under-provisioning.
Static_limit2 can serve 95th percentile requirement, but
peak I/O requests still show obvious delays. In contrast,
IOTune adapts to I/O fluctuations. When I/O bursts arrive,
IOTune promotes the volume IOPS limit in near real-time

single volume will consume too much bandwidth
resource. Thus, I/O requests with various sizes should be
treated differently. Although we focus on discussing IOPS,
in practice IOTune takes bandwidth into consideration for
making tuning decisions.

4 Implementation and Evaluation
In this section, we present results from a detailed
evaluation of IOTune using a complete implementation on
a QEMU/KVM virtualization platform. The host OS is a
64-bit Ubuntu 14.04 with Linux kernel version 3.13.085-generic. QEMU emulator version 2.4.0 and KVM are
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Figure 5: IOPS bills: IOTune vs. Static provisionings.

Figure 4: Quantitative analysis of volume IOPS distributions
under various provisioning policies.

(a) The duration of volume
served at each IOPS level
in IOTune.

to serve the bursts. Although the baseline IOPS reservation

third hours, there is a higher fraction of time that the

of IOTune is set at mere 600 in this case, the 3-level

volume is served at L2 and L3. We use the pricing of EBS

dynamic IOPS promotion enables the volume to achieve a

Provisioned IOPS SSD (io1) volume, $0.065 per provisioned

peak I/O processing rate of 4800 during bursts.

IOPS-month, to compare the IOPS bills of IOTune with

Figure 4 demonstrates quantitative comparisons of the
IOPS distributions under all policies. IOTune enables
volumes to achieve near optimal performance, as if it has
been provisioned without an IOPS limit, in 99% of the time.
But Static_limit1 and Static_limit2 fail to handle the top
20% and 5% I/O peaks, respectively. Although 20% and
5% are not significant in fraction of time, they are burst
periods, thus account for about 50% and 20% of total I/O
requests. We also can see that Static_limit1 has a higher
20th percentile to 80th percentile IOPS; and Static limit2
has a higher 80th percentile to 95th percentile IOPS than

(b) The per-hour and
total IOPS bills.

static policies. IOTune costs only 6% higher than
Static_limit1 but provides more than two times higher
IOPS in the top 20% peak periods. IOTune costs about one
half of Static_limit2 but still provides much higher I/O
handling ability in the top 5% peak periods. These results
verify that compared with static reservations IOTune can
achieve a same or a higher QoS level with considerably
less resource reservation.

4.2 Improving end-to-end I/O latency and storage
utilization

Unlimited and IOTune. The reason is the delayed requests

From the position of tenants and cloud providers, we

from peak periods are filled into subsequently low-IOPS

further evaluate the effects of IOTune on end-to-end I/O

periods, changing the distribution of request completion.

latency and on storage utilization. We replay the six traces
of Table 2 each on a volume. We set the static IOPS limit of

Static provisioning policies have constant resource

each volume at the 90th percentile requirement of its

reservations. IOTune adjusts resource reservations on the

work-load, so the total IOPS reservation for the six volumes

fly in four levels: L0, L1, L2 and L3. They correspond to

is 8050. For IOTune, we ensure the same total IOPS

IOPS of 600, 1200, 2400 and 4800. IOTune prints IOPS logs

reservation. The baseline L0 IOPS of each volume is the

so we calculate the durations the volume is served on

same as its static reservation case. For a fair comparison, if

each IOPS level. As it is demonstrated in Figure 5, 70% of

the IOPS of a volume needs to be promoted in IOTune

the overall time the volume is served under low

case, the promotion can be executed only if the unused

reservations, L0 and L1. The reservation is promoted only

total reservation is more than the promotion requirement.

when it is needed. In the first hour, since the request arrival
rate is relatively low, about 95% of the time the volume is
provisioned with IOPS less than 1200. In the second and
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Figure 6: End-to-end I/O schedule latency: IOTune vs. Static
provisioning

Figure 6 demonstrates the end-to-end workload I/O
latencies of IOTune and Static provisioning. For all
volumes and in all cases, IOTune significantly beats the
static provisioning and keeps the I/O latency in the same
order of magnitude of the Unlimited, which imposes no
IOPS limits on volumes. For volume 1, 2, 5, compared with
Static provisioning, IOTune reduces 90th and 99th
percentile latencies by one to two orders of magnitude.
Volume 1, 2, 5 have far higher 90th and 99th percentile than

Figure 7: Storage resource utilization: IOTune vs.
Static provisioning

volume 3, 4, 6. This can be explained by Table 2, from
which we can see the former volumes have much higher
99% to 90% IOPS ratios, thus more dramatic bursts.
Another possible reason is volume 1, 2, 5 have higher
baseline IOPS reservations, thus their IOPS promotions
require more unused resources, which further reduce their
chances to get promoted. For example, volume 2 has a
38% promotion failure rate due to lack of resources. For
volume 4, the failure rate is only 24%.

5 Conclusion
We have designed IOTune, an adaptive I/O tuning
framework for elastic SSD volume performance in
multi-tenancy environments. We achieve a complete
implementation of IOTune on an Openstack cloud
platform. Tests on our staging servers verify that
compared with existing static resource reservation

For latency evaluation we assume the long I/O delays will

IOTune enables a volume to achieve same QoS with 50%

be tolerated by tenants. In reality, end users may not

less resource reservation, which halves volume bills. Our

tolerate long latencies. For interactive applications, users

tests also show that compared with static IOPS

may leave if a server fails to response in seconds. For

provisioning IOTune reduces the end-to-end I/O tail

storage systems, there are also I/O redirection methods

latencies by one to two orders of magnitude. The

to offload long delayed

requests [12].

In these cases,

adaptive resource reservation and metering model of

storage system utilization will decrease due to I/O

IOTune provides a paradigm for QoS management of

dropout. We assume requests are dropped if the schedule

cloud storage.

latency is higher than one second and compare the
storage utilization of IOTune and Static provisioning. As it
is demonstrated in Figure 7, if the initial limit is set at 90th
percentile arrival rate, IOTune achieves 97% of offlineoptimal and has 13% higher overall utilization than Static.
The higher utilization mainly results from the first 10
minutes, during which IOTune has 40% higher storage
utilization than Static. If the initial limit is set at 80th
percentile arrival rate, IOTune achieves 91% of offlineoptimal and has 27% higher utilization than Static.
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